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There is a school of thinking within coaching that  
suggests ‘each individual has all the resources that they  
need to succeed’. It is based on the concept that each of  
us has the capacity to generate new and better outcomes  
than we are currently experiencing and places responsibility 
for this potential firmly in the domain of the individual.  
Within the realm of Talent Management however we see  
how high potential leaders unconsciously sabotage their  
own potential and ambition by displaying unproductive 
behaviours. In this article we will explore what some of  
the current research highlights as career limiting behaviours 
that result in unsuccessfully being able to transition to the 
next stage of leadership. 
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Anne Morris and her colleagues Robin Ely and Frances Frei in their work with high potential leaders 
observe that many leaders unwittingly overemphasise their own personal career goals at the expense 
of team performance. The result is that they can appear narcissistic, driven by their own sense of 
worth and quickly become labelled by others as not being a team player. Taking on a new leadership 
role requires a delicate balance in the early stages of listening to your team, hearing their concerns 
and communicating collectively what the positives are for all of the team if you can all achieve on 
key performance objectives. Coming new into role brings with it the inevitable ‘boss watching’, where 
others around you observe your behaviours to see if your words and actions match up. They will want 
to known if you are in it purely for yourself or whether you have their interests in mind. If the team has 
had a history of leaders who have used the position as a stop-gap, or stepping stone to the next role, 
they will naturally assume that you are going to do the same. It is important in these early stages that 
you seek to go public with team successes rather than focus purely on what impact you have made. 
Look for ways in which you can build the profile of those within your team by inviting them to present 
to more senior audiences, send communications that clearly signpost the efforts of individuals within 
the team and create your own system of reward and recognition that builds and celebrates success. 
Remember that the majority of your team members need you to be their advocate and sponsor within 
the organisation so take the time to listen to their career aspirations and seek to find ways to support 
their development. 

Overemphasising personal goals
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Consider Sarah, a newly appointed Executive that we worked with recently. Having been identified 
as a key leader and influencer within the organisation she was invited onto the executive board. Full 
of energy for her new role, she quickly became depleted as she struggled to fit in with the culture 
of the board. Known for her straight-talking and no-nonsense approach, she found the formality of 
the meetings frustrating. Through her coaching sessions it became apparent that she was slowly 
conforming to the status quo, speaking up less, nodding her head in agreement, when inwardly she 
was in disagreement. In her desire to fit in, she was becoming a poor imitation of herself and began to 
question her integrity and values. Faced with this challenge, she decided to voice her concerns to the 
chairman, taking her time to articulate how she was feeling and what she was committed to changing. 
During this conversation she got the feedback that she had been brought on-board for the leadership 
and diverse views that she would bring. It surprised the chairman that she had been so quiet. Several 
months on from that point, Sarah is now in a place where she is more aligned with who she is, what she 
values and the unique contribution that she can bring to the role. 

The example serves as an important reminder of the mistake that many of us make when we move 
into new roles. In our desire to manage our reputation we can often unconsciously observe the status 
quo and become more concerned with how others see us, rather than being true to who we really are. 
Reminding yourself of your values, identity and purpose as a leader is a useful exercise as you move 
into a new leadership position. It creates a more stable platform for you to lead from and will help you 
avoid the natural tendency to simply fit in with those around you. One useful strategy is in the early 
stages of your role to communicate publicly with your team, who you are, what is important to you and 
what they can expect from you. By going public you are in effect making yourself accountable to others 
for remaining true to being you. 

Becoming a poor version of yourself
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One of the thoughts on every leader’s mind as they move into a new role is how they are perceived by 
their new colleagues. When this becomes a pre-occupying driver, a leader can derail by beginning to 
blame others for any poor performance that they have inherited. It often happens that when you take 
on a new team, product or even division that you have to deal with the mistakes of the past. How you 
choose to communicate to others especially to your superiors is a critical test of your leadership. None 
of us enjoy walking into a new situation to find that what is really going on underneath the surface is 
a million miles away from what we thought. When this is the case a leader is faced with a choice, they 
can either operate from the place of Adult, where they take ownership of the situation, have clarity 
about what they want and take responsibility, or they can operate from the place of Victim. When 
leaders choose the ‘Victim’ side, they tend to externalise responsibility and blame everyone else for 
things not being how they should. Reputation protection is key to a leader. This protection of ego, fear 
of failure and scapegoating tends to push leaders into an isolated and defensive place. A place where 
leaders look very quickly to pass the parcel of responsibility onto someone else, so that they don’t look 
bad. All of us have well-rehearsed reasons and convincing internal dialogues which provide us with an 
easy way out and release us from taking personal responsibility. We practice learned behaviours that 
reinforce our position and allow us to opt out when faced with certain situations that challenge our 
beliefs. Unconsciously, whilst in the mode of the ‘Victim’, we introduce a culture of blame and insecurity 
as we seek to reinforce our own position. Whilst it might not be easy, it is important that you deal 
urgently with any form of under-performance, put in place a clear plan, identify what quick wins you 
can achieve and look to build a sense of team identity. By being pro-active you will avoid creating a 
negative environment in which blame and fear exist and instead bring some much needed inspirational 
leadership to your team.

Externalising blame – operating as Victim
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In a recent Harvard Business Review Article that identified behaviours leaders display that hold them 
back from career progression, a quote stood out:

“influence leads to power, not the other way around”

Often we think that it is the leadership position we hold that allows us to have the power to make 
decisions and ultimately influence. Whilst there is a degree of truth in this, especially in very 
hierarchical organisations, it is also important to recognise that we hold the power for what our future 
will look like. Another quote that resonates on this topic is from Margaret Wheatley who says “the 
future does not take place irrationally, rather the future is being formed everyday by what we choose 
to do (or not do)”. As a high potential leader, if you simply carry on doing what you are currently doing, 
managing the status quo then the danger is that you might well end up being over-looked by those 
more senior within the organisation. Waiting to be noticed puts responsibility outside of your control 
and your destiny into the hands of others. Alternatively leaders that take responsibility for what they 
can control within their own sphere of influence and look to make a tangible difference in their current 
environment experience greater career opportunities. If you sit back and wait for formal authority, 
recognition or permission, the chances are, you will be perceived by others as potentially lacking 
motivation, drive and initiative. You may feel that you are being patient, waiting for your leadership 
moment, being the good corporate citizen, however the ship might sail without you. Challenge yourself 
to think what would your leadership look like if you were actively seeking out ways in which to build your 
influence within the organisation in your current role. 

Waiting to be noticed
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Before completing this worksheet you need to have read the article and listened to the podcast on 
Managing Successful Leadership Transitions. Once you have done this, we would like you to print off 
this document and spend some time answering the questions below.

The podcast mentions the concept of Lateral Leadership. Building networks and 
relationships on the horizontal level with key stakeholders and peers. How are you 
actively developing your Lateral Leadership? What else do you need to consider?
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1.
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Leaders don’t wait to be noticed, they take responsibility for what they can influence today. 
Write down one recent example where you have taken responsibility without waiting for 
permission to act. What impact has this had on your creditability as a leader?

2.
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Looking to achieve some quick wins is essential to build momentum in a new leadership 
role. Consider your most recent leadership transition, did you identify any quick wins? 
What was the result of achieving these?

3.
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How do you ensure that you are not over emphasising your own personal goals  
within the context of your team? What one action can you take that will create more of  
a team identity?

4.




